approached the balance beam, the team knew exactly what scores were needed to stay on top of Ursinus College and to come close to needed to stay on top of Ursinus team knew exactly what scores were approached the balance beam, the despite falling twice and kept MIT. 7.2. Beth Chen '94 earned 7.45 good routines for scores of 6.4 and couple of falls and still turned in steady for the Engineers despite a Brockport. Martin and Oda were full routine and had her best score for an 8.25 while Lyren stuck her last gymnast to compete. All eyes ever on this event of 9.05. New England Chamionships and the University of Vermont. showing against Dartmouth College capped off its season with a strong season with a full lineup, MIT's strong performance was led by Chris Ellefson '95, who was named Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) gymnast of the week for his scores at this week's Conference (ECAC) gymnast of the 5.45 and 6.2 respectively. Scott Xavier Leroux '95 performed comprehensive routines for scores of included difficult moves such as a front punch-front somersault and a difficult back toss combination. He placed fifth with a score of 7.55. MIT's high team score was supplemented by the individual scores of Abel, Won, and Ellefson, who together operated more than 95% of their scores, several gymnasts inned for the national championships. MIT's all-around competition next weekend at the Division III National Championships, hosted by SUNY Cortland.